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Gotthard base
tunnel
Lighting during construction of railway tunnel

Installation of temporary lighting on the building 
site has to be quick, safe and easy.

With her NRLA project (New Rail Link through the Alps – called NEAT project on 
German), Switzerland, the tiny country writes a remarkable new railway story. The 
Gotthard base tunnel is at the heart of this ambitious project: with a planned length of 57 
km, it will be the longest tunnel in the world. The biggest construction job of this century 
promotes modern machines and new technologies. Both human and technical resources 
have to combine a lot of high requirements. All that has led to the development of a new 
connection box with high degree of protection. Thanks to the piercing technology  
substantial time savings will be performed.

No need for tools
To achieve real time savings lamps may be wired in advance to the flat cable connecting 
boxes. On the building site in the tunnel the lamps have only to be fastened and the boxes 
to be placed on the flat cable. The electrical contact is made by folding back the lever; 
thanks to the piercing technology the installation is performed in a matter of seconds 
without using any tool. With the boxes rated IP68, the connection points remain save even 
under the hard conditions inside the tunnel. Just click to light.Pre-wired lamps

Facts & Figures

• Builder: ABAG – Alpiq-Burkhalter AG
• Planer: Hefti, Hess & Martignoni
• Installer: Alpiq AG

• 140 km ecoline P3 3G4mm2 FR/LS0H
• >6000 flat cable boxes IP68

• Temporary lighting during construction
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Gotthard base
tunnel
Emergency lighting in railway tunnel

Get ready for every eventuality.
Emergency lighting may save lifes.

Safety first even in the longest tunnel in the world. Great attention is paid to workers 
safety and not only through the building phase. In the Gotthard base tunnel everybody has 
to get ready in the eventuality something unforeseen happens. Even after several years of 
operation a visible and good working emergency lighting is essential. The Woertz flat 
cable has to meet new requirements thus. Thanks to the recently designed flat cable with 
insulation integrity up to 180 minutes, the emergency lighting will be fed during three  
hours in case of fire and so the tunnel may be evacuated simply and safely.

Development
Innovative products combined with a long experience with flat cable technology are a 
good basis for developing new safety flat cables which will meet all stringent European 
requirements and give guarantee for the whole system. Corresponding tests and 
verifications may be performed by external independent testing laboratories. The 
interesting concept of the flame-resistant flat cable and its components is at the moment 
cheaper and safer than the usual ones – no compromise when it comes to safety! 

Flat cable FE180

Facts & Figures

• Builder: ABAG – Alpiq-Burkhalter AG
• Planer: Hefti, Hess & Martignoni
• Installer: Alpiq AG

• 230 km ecoline P3 FE180 FR/LS0H
• >10‘000 flat cable boxes IP68

• Emergency lighting




